Why LPS Services ?
•

LPS Services allows their clients to focus on their business. We partner with our clients and learn how
their businesses run and we create an effective plan to not only ensure the safety of their locations but
to also ensure that they themselves never have to think about it. Whether we provide security, traffic
control, or both we make a full assessment of the need and draft post orders to ensure that we have a
clear plan outlined.

•

LPS makes it our job to know what our clients’ industry requires of us as a vendor such as PPE
requirements, OSHA standards, and state law mandates for the areas we work in, to name just a few.
We go above and beyond to ensure that our clients know what is happening on the ground when it
happens, not hours later. Our reporting process ensures that all incidents are reported to the client via
phone call or email within half hour of an occurrence and most often sooner. We maintain an online
database of all incidents/occurrences and make this available for our clients to access as they need.
We maintain all records digitally for a period of five years to ensure that should a need arise to access
records we are able to deliver them in a fast and efficient manner.

•

LPS Services employs 300 plus employees serving a multitude of industries and has the proven ability
to scale our team to meet the needs of companies both small and large. Our long-standing clients
range from companies with one location to large corporations in which we service 50 plus locations on
a 24-hour basis. Whatever the need, we have the capability to meet it.

•

We pride ourselves on providing personnel that are trained beyond what is required of us to include
in-house Red Cross CPR/AED/First Aid training and certification. This helps us to ensure that all
employees of LPS are ready to act in any type of emergency situation. Our emergency response
team is highly effective in responding to environmental/emergency hazards, protests, strikes, or any
other emergency security or safety situation that may arise. Our response time is minimal given we
have a supervisory staff in the field 24 hours per day.

•

LPS has effective policies to maintain employee standards which include federal background
investigations, drug testing, confidentiality policy, social media, fraternization, attendance, sexual
harassment policy, and a written zero-tolerance policy for sleeping on the job. Our employees
understand coming in the door that we have and diligently enforce company standards thus
minimizing the time we spend addressing our own issues allowing us to stay focused on our clients.

•

CEO/Founder Dani Jurnak has built an award winning multi-million-dollar company and continues
to provide exceptional hands-on personal service to each of her clients through daily communication
and oversight of her entire operation. She maintains multiple licenses and certifications to include
Pennsylvania Private Detective, WBENC Certification, Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
Certification, Small Business Certification, Red Cross Instructor, Traffic Control Instructor, and multiple
FEMA and OSHA Certifications. She also maintains memberships to ISNetworld with an A rating with
all clients, Ariba, Open Invoice, Women in Energy, and PinkPetro among others.

•

Your consideration of our team is an honor and we look forward to sharing with you further all that
we have to offer.

